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As another year disappears and things seem to be on a more even keel with the effects of 

Covid more or less under control. 

This last Spindle of 2022 hits your laptops, phones and P.C.’s with plenty of reading. 

With an excellent account from Elizabeth Stewart, of the Ironman World Championship in 

Hawaii on the other side of the world that she took part in this year + Ian Lovelock’s concluding 

part of his frankly insane LEL attempt which makes gripping reading + prize giving’s update 

with the final winners revealed + Caroline’s look back at her year of endeavours + the Open TT 

riders fastest times of the season and report + the final positions of the CCS Audax and SpoCo 

competitions + the important Diary Dates including your next ride on the 27th December!!! 

 

Also, I have decided that to preserve my sanity, Spindle will become a bi-monthly magazine 

next year!! I have noted all of the publication dates further on....                                          Rog 
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Production.... 
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A.G.M. & Prize-Giving..... 
 

A good turnout (40+) for the AGM which was obviously boosted by the Prize giving 

afterwards. Brian Webber was cajoled into handing out the trophies with our newly 

elected chairman Rob Davies on master of ceremonies duties. 

Details of the AGM will be posted via the minutes at a later date.  

Winners of trophies were recorded in the previous Spindle with the exception of the 

following below ‘voted for’ Categories and the Audax trophy details which were very late 

in being released by AudaxUK. 

 

Clubman of the Year  Dan Upton 

Rider of the Year  Ian Lovelock 

Junior Rider of the Year Charlie Upton 

Ladies Trophy  Sue Triplow 

Spindlenut Award  Ian Lovelock 

 

 

Club Audax Trophy   

Gold   Ian Lovelock  7,123kms 

Silver   Raymond Cheung 5,779kms 

Bronze   Andrew Hoppit 5,539kms             

 

 

 

      

 

 

Dan deservedly won Clubman OTY after some sterling work 
organising the Hill climb during the last few years. Rider OTY not 
surprisingly went to Ian for his long distance endeavours. Alex was 
a close runner up to Ian for ROTY for his sub 20 min 10mile  TT 
ride (in which he won the inaugural CCS new 10 mile trophy) and 
the 25mile TT trophy. Charlie was rewarded for his Hill climb 
effort for being the fastest CCS Junior and for some sparkling rides 
throughout the season in the Evening Series where he improved 
on most of his rides each week. 
Sue cleaned up the 10 & 25mile TT trophies with some very quick 
times and fastest lady on the day prizes. 
Ian won the Spindlenut award for his account of LEL and other 
nice articles during the year.    Rog 



Elizabeth Stewart – 2022 - My Year!  

As a CC Sudbury member, I have been a bit quiet this year as I have been focusing on my long time dream of 

competing at Kona. For those who don’t know me, or what Kona is, Kona is the Ironman World Championship held 

annually in Kona, Hawaii. 

I have been competing in triathlons since aged 10, some 11 

years ago, and gradually moved through the age groups. I 

currently compete in the Female 20-24 category. Although I 

love cycling, swimming is my first love, with running taking 

third place (although that’s improving)! 

Due to the fact that Ironman is an endurance event, the 

focus this year has been very much on training, with a few 

events thrown in to check how things are going. 

My first event this year was the Loughborough Half 

Marathon in February. This was my first stand-alone half 

marathon and pacing went according to plan. I finished with 

a new pb of 1:45:25. The following week, I competed in a sprint Duathlon (run/bike/run) at Mallory Park. I was really 

chuffed because I was First Female Overall. 

April saw the start of the Club TT’s and the Boxford Tornado, where I was the fastest female over the full distance. 

Unfortunately, much of my participation in training and events this month took a back seat as I needed to focus on 

my dissertation, which compared the occurrence of ADHD in Triathletes to the general population.  

Following on from my first half marathon in February, May saw my first full marathon at Halstead. This is known as 

an understated, but tough, course and I was pleased just to finish let alone with a half decent time. Unfortunately, I 

picked up a knee problem during the run and that impacted on my training for the rest of the summer. 

My first international event this year, representing Great Britain, was a Standard Triathlon, held in Poland. The 

weather was awful, and I saw many crashes. I decided to play it safe by slowing down and treating it as a training 

event rather than worrying about being too competitive, After all, I had a bigger goal later in the year. However, I 

still came sixth in my age group. 

Once Uni had finished, I was lucky enough to be invited to Les Stables, a triathlon training camp in the Dordogne, for 

three months. This was a fantastic training opportunity, and I met some wonderful cyclists. During my stay, I 

managed to get back to the UK to race at Ironman 70.3 (a half distance Ironman) in Staffordshire and then Outlaw 

70.3 at Holkham. Both times, I just missed out on a podium place by coming fourth. Bit of a theme here! 

I flew home from France a couple of days before my Graduation. It was great catching up with friends that I hadn’t 

seen all summer and to celebrate our academic achievements. I was awarded a BSc in Psychology with Criminology. 

Not bad considering my A levels didn’t go quite according to plan! 

The next day, I flew to Lanzarote and stayed at Club La Santa for two weeks. This was another great training 

opportunity, getting used to the heat and winds. Lanzarote is considered tougher than Kona with some long, steep, 

windswept climbs and exhilarating descents. Many professional triathletes and cyclists can be seen out and about on 

the roads. 

We came back just in time for me to test my race skills in a Sprint Triathlon held at St Neots. Although my training 

was geared towards distance events, it was great to have a short sharp race to hone my skills. It gave me confidence 

that my fitness was improving because I was First Female, with an almost 2 min lead! 

Finally, it was time to head off to Kona. A three-week trip with my family and we stopped at San Francisco on the 

way for two nights. If you can get there, Alcatraz is definitely worth visiting.  

Hawaii is another 5-hour flight from San Francisco and the airport at Kona is tiny. This should have been a clue as to 

what would happen on our return journey. More of that in a moment! 

We stayed outside Kona, on a residential estate away from the coast, for 10 days before the race. This was a good 

idea as it was cooler and away from the crowds. However, it did mean an hour’s drive into town most days. Once we 

settled, we went to explore Kona. It was interesting to see the infrastructure being built and had the opportunity to 

talk to many lovely people, plus sample the local coffee. 



In the few days before the event (women and some men raced on the Thursday and the rest of the men raced on 

the Saturday), there were other activities going on, such as a swim out to the coffee boat and the Underpants run, 

which were both great fun. It was also a great opportunity to meet lots of the professionals such as our local hero, 

Joe Skipper. 

I still had some training to do as the latest theory is to not taper but continue building. 

Luckily, a family friend was also in Kona, and she introduced me to her contacts, one of 

which was pro triathlete Ruth Astle. It was great to spend time training with them. 

Race day finally came around and it was a fantastic experience. I tried to remember all 

the tips I had been given over the previous few days and the strategy that I had 

discussed with my coach. I think it went well. The hardest part about Kona is the 

climate, which is totally beyond anyone’s control. It is hot and windy, and so the training 

in Lanzarote held me in good stead. 

For the 2.4 mile swim, I was 6th in my age group out of the water. The 112 mile bike had 

strong cross winds and it was a real TT course. Virtually dead straight along the coast up 

to a dead turn and then back. Annoyingly, I acquired my first ever penalty for drafting, 

which I still disagree with as the motorbike had blocked me in! The marathon was hot, 

with little shade. I was pleased with my steady pace and I kept to my strategy.  

The support on the course was great and my parents kept popping up to give 

encouragement. I also saw my friend, Davina, on the sidelines. Was she injured? Why was she not racing? The pro 

men were also out supporting us age groupers, including Olympic gold medallist and three times world champion, 

Jan Frodeno, who handed me water at the aid station!  Finally, the finish 

line was in sight. It was an emotional moment. I crossed the line in 12:43:48 

setting a new pb. Although my race went well, my times were slightly “off” 

expectations. However, I put that down to the environment. 

The next couple of days are a blur of celebrations and exhaustion. We 

watched the Men’s race and I had volunteered to assist at the Finish line for 

a few hours. However, my knee was sore and so I left Mum to it and went 

off to numb the pain with a few cocktails! We caught up with Davina and it 

turned out that she had tested positive for Covid the night before the race 

and felt too ill to compete. 

Sadly, it was time to leave. We were hearing reports of chaos at the airport 

and so we allowed plenty of time to catch our evening flight to Los Angeles. 

The staff at the airport was doing their best but they were totally 

overwhelmed by the volume of luggage. So much so, when we arrived at LA, 

my bike turned up, along with my brother’s hoist, but none of our 6 

suitcases. I was still feeling under the weather and, as most of the people I 

trained with had now tested positive, I decided to check for Covid, and I was 

also positive. As we were only scheduled to stay for 2 nights, we were 

concerned about onward travel. Needless to say, I stayed in bed but was soon bored. On our last evening, we 

reviewed our travel plans. I tested again and it was negative, implying I was Covid positive when I raced, which may 

have explained my timings. Still, I finished 17th in the World for my Age Group, so I will take that. 

Upon returning home, it was back to reality. I wanted to move back to Leicester and decided to have a year out, so 

deferred my Masters to next year. I enrolled on a Massage course at Loughborough College and started a Level 1 

British Triathlon Coaching qualification.  

My next race is in Abu Dhabi, where I will be competing at the ITU Worlds Standard Triathlon. I am the only Brit in 

my Age Group, and my goal for this event is simply do enough to pre-qualify for 2023.  

Looking forward, I would like to still compete at an international level in Standard and Half distances. I have already 

qualified for the Europeans in Madrid in June and have registered for 70.3 Barcelona in October. I have realised that 

it is the racing that I enjoy, more than training, and so more racing is my plan for next year. 

            Elizabeth 



Audax Update November 2022   Compiled by David Fenn 
 

Date Event Riders 

5th Nov Essex 3R’s 107k Raymond Cheung + 100k, Robin Weaver, Andy Rogers,  
Les Dunham. 

 
Name Points Total  

Distance 
Club  100 

km 
150 
km 

200 
km 

300 
km 

400 
km 

600 
km 

1500 
km 

Climbing 
Metres 

Ian Lovelock - 5675 58 7,123 1st 9 - 13 1 2 1 1 40,234 

Raymond Cheung - 1007 49 5,779 2nd 9 - 17 1 1 1 - 21,200 

Andrew Hoppit - 4235 41 5,539 3rd 7 3 12 1 2 1 - 23,204 

Mick Bates - 3824 4 1,252  5 2 2 - - - - 6,243 

Robin Weaver - 7481 2 1,129  9 - 1 - - - - 7,935 

Les Dunham - 28601 4 1,095  4 1 2 - - - - 5,682 

Andy Rogers - 17627 - 581  4 1 - - - - - 3,862 

Tony Grimes - 7106 - 333  3 - - - - - - 2,386 

Gareth Smith - 15014 - 306  3 - - - - - - 2,231 

Brian Mann - 4689 - 206  2 - - - - - - 1,250 

Don Keen - 106  1 - - - - - - 700 

Nick Reed - 106  1 - - - - - - 700 

Tony Sheppard - 12503 - 100  1 - - - - - - 931 
 

The results finally trickled through from AudaxUK which confirmed Ian’s 1st place for our Club 
Audax Trophy. Thanks to his mammoth 1500kms on the LEL which he completed on time, he was 
1344kms ahead of Raymond who pinched 2nd place from an unlucky Andrew at the very end of the 
season with a concerted effort of Audax miles by just 240kms. Had Andrew completed his attempt 
on LEL, it could have been a lot closer outcome!  
             Rog 
 
 
 

The Hazards of Getting Old!    By Caroline Wyke 

 

Mid January whilst riding with a group I was descending a short but steep hill when a car coming towards 

me and also descended a hill with no room at the bottom. I had to steer into gravel and as the tyre sunk into 

mud I did a summersault landing on my back with my right foot caught. 

I dusted myself off the group had gone ahead and I continued but without the group in sight. I took a wrong 

turn and was feeling very shook up and dazed cycling a few miles before returning to the start. 

I cycle 6 days later from Bildeston with the Saturday group but my foot was beginning to hurt. 

I rested the foot for almost three weeks had various swelling but was still able to walk so put it down to 

bruising. 

I could sense the Mad March hilly was getting close so needed to get riding again. I was taking myself 

swimming good exercise and thought it might do my foot good I also would walk Millie dog to the river 

Stour and dip my feet in cold water. 

I was in the pool and could normally swim 1/2 mile without a problem, after just 12 lengths I became out of 

breath with tight chest and feeling like I was drowning. 

My daughter swiftly took me to A +E where they discovered my Blood Pressure to be dangerously high.    

In early January had entered both the Spoco East and South East and with a fellow club member snapping at 

my heels for the club Spoco Trophy. I rode both the Mad March Hilly and West Suffolk Wheeler events 

with some discomfort as it took several weeks to bring my blood pressure under control. 



I had an X ray on the foot that suggested 2 broken bones but because of my continued 

activity was not advised treatment! 

I rode a lovely event in Kent and also Northampton. Unpleasant Time Trial in Spalding 

the roads were horrible pot holes and very hilly with a cold head wind just above freezing. 

I rode my 1st 50mile TT on June 5th and surprised myself that I actually enjoyed it. 

Due to a work accident I have problems with my right hand grip and until recently was 

unable to take a drink whilst cycling so needed to stop on the longer distance. I completed 

4 longer distance TTS. 

My biggest challenges this year were The Yorkshire Three Peaks and the Time Trial on The Isle of Wight 

both lovely events. 

I thoroughly enjoyed the competition between myself and David Fenn and my mentions in The Cycling 

Weekly. I have seen 5 but there could be more! I have won prize money this year and have often not been 

last. 

My last ride of the season despite a head wind managed a course and distance PB. 

Now thinking about next year and have entered the World Qualifying event in Peterborough early June. 

Something about cycling off a ramp but with the luxury of closed roads...exciting! 
 

Keep safe Caroline 

 

............................................................................................................................................................................. 

Open TT’s end of term Report 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
NOTE: 
The various missing rider’s results from the season have now hopefully been  

added to those already shown on the CCS Website. 

(Some results only come to light months after the event)! 

2022 - CCS Riders Best Times (Open TT's)                                            
for CTT Recognised Distances 

NAME 10miles 15miles 25miles 30miles 50miles 

Joanne Butcher 27.44         

Simon Daw     58.31     

David Fenn 27.22   01.11.54   02.37.12 

Steve Hitchcock     01.11.14     

Gary Johnson 22.55         

Terry Law 45.04         

Gary Pamment 20.42 34.1 55.37     

Alex Purcell 19.55 33.44 51.54     

James Rush 25.05   01.10.20     

Sue Triplow 22.55   01.00.01     

Nick Webber 23.39   01.00.27   02.01.26 

Caroline Wyke 28.46   01.23.20  44.11 02.59.27 

Open TT Round-Up 
 

With the season finally complete, 
our 12 Open TT riders can be 
pleased with their endeavours! Alex 
and Gary Pamment head the top 
times with some very, very good 
rides. With Will Lowden changing 
1

st
 Claim clubs during the season, 

they were free to battle it out for 
top honours. Sue claimed the best 
ladies 10 & 25 times and was 
unlucky to DNF in the 50 she 
entered. Nice to see Joanne join in 
the fun, posting a decent 10 time to 
boot! Nick was the standout vet 
with 15 rides and very decent times 
for the 10, 25 & 50 milers. In the 
Supervet category, David rode 26 
events incl the same distances as 
Nick above and showed that he still 
has the fire in his wheels. 
Caroline improved greatly this year, 
enjoyed her 1

st
 50 with a sub 3hr 

ride and posted PB’s for the other 
distances as she strove to retain her 
SPOCO trophy!                 

           
Rog 



 
 
 

 SPOCO East 2022 competition compiled by David Fenn 
Final positions. 
Nick Webber, 785 points, 2nd overall and 1st Super Vet (60-69 yrs) 
David Fenn, 712 points, 8th overall and 1st King Vet (70 +yrs) 
Caroline Wyke, 669 points, 10th overall and 1st Lady 
CCS were also 1st Team with Nick Webber, David Fenn and Caroline Wyke scoring 2166 points! 
  
As with the majority Time Trials this season numbers were down for this competition. Hopefully next season will see 
an improvement in numbers competing including members of CCS. This is a great competition to get involved in, 
details can be found the SpoCo East website, just put SpoCo East into Google. 



 
 

Dear Roger 

 

We wonder why more people don’t ditch the car for short journeys, and don’t choose to walk or 

cycle more, but the travel behaviour we get is what we repeatedly design for – car dependency, 

which means planning for poor health. 

 

That’s why it’s so important we change the England’s planning system to one which works for people, 

nature and the climate. 
 

The Levelling Up and Regeneration Bill will be debated in parliament in the coming weeks and includes 

changes to our planning laws. Cycling UK and partners in the Better Planning Coalition have 

worked with MPs to try and improve the Bill through various amendments to make decision making 

more joined up, and with planning policy and decisions reflecting wider government goals, by: 

 Requiring planning authorities to incorporate walking and cycling infrastructure plans, and rights of 

way improvement plans, in their local development plans. 

 Requiring public authorities to publish a plan to achieve a ‘general health and wellbeing objective’, 

which planning authorities have to take into account when making planning decisions. 

 Ensuring planning policies set by the government and decisions taken by planning authorities are 

consistent with the net zero target. 

 
 

Our briefing explains more about these amendments, but we need MPs to support them when they’re 

debated in parliament on 23 and 28 November, so we really need your help. 

 

Please help us push for pedal-powered planning by writing to your MP today using our online action and 

asking them to support these amendments to the Bill. If you have already taken action, and please 

help again by sharing with others.  

 

Thank you, 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TAKE ACTION 

WRITE TO YOUR MP TODAY  

 
 

https://a2a0a98917b84ecca6f4be18141f2010.svc.dynamics.com/t/t/Ojom2CWwULFnTLxCmdXcHppHBnOn0isZex5tVi23HbAx/i36KsEJ4A03pcggWHWBRpl1xOiOsbMywT6tF5gC9INsx
https://a2a0a98917b84ecca6f4be18141f2010.svc.dynamics.com/t/t/Z45OYIFrYRIPx3V7xQVrjfMZAdvwku6VultcX8y2cRYx/i36KsEJ4A03pcggWHWBRpl1xOiOsbMywT6tF5gC9INsx
https://a2a0a98917b84ecca6f4be18141f2010.svc.dynamics.com/t/t/xE7qgMSrGJXrLvDQpA7O74hd52h37xAaAlkWPDYdZc8x/i36KsEJ4A03pcggWHWBRpl1xOiOsbMywT6tF5gC9INsx
https://a2a0a98917b84ecca6f4be18141f2010.svc.dynamics.com/t/t/jXMj1KRXg7CEPyhQbfVwbysbT5ul8c02N00mIMiRg4Ax/i36KsEJ4A03pcggWHWBRpl1xOiOsbMywT6tF5gC9INsx
https://a2a0a98917b84ecca6f4be18141f2010.svc.dynamics.com/t/t/gv9u107PGuRZXHBS07S4k8HwXEcWnVnjJZig8fx2iqgx/i36KsEJ4A03pcggWHWBRpl1xOiOsbMywT6tF5gC9INsx


Just another cycle ride? By  Ian  Lovelock 

 
London Edinburgh London 2022 ..Part 2.. The challenge to return South! 

Do you get that strange feeling in your stomach when you know that you are about to do something exciting that 

will REALLY challenge you, pushing you beyond what you think you are capable of? That is exactly how I was feeling 
as Andrew, and I departed the Dunfermline Control as we experienced a Tequila Sunrise heading towards the Forth 

Road Bridge. We had travelled over 750km conquering the route 
north extending Andrew’s longest single ride and we now faced a 
further 800km homeward bound.  
Figure 1 Lonely breakfast before departing homeward 
We’d both imagined an easy run through Edinburgh. Heck, what a 
hilly route on to Princess Street and then a plunge down to 
circumnavigate Arthurs Seat. We’re then beaten up by the 
temperature soaring as the morning rush hour builds. Relief is at 
hand on the Capitals outskirts in the form of Gregg’s coffee, 
sausage rolls, doughnuts and coke.  As we contemplated our 
situation a list of issues develops which will be wrestled with and 
need conquering:   

It’s a long way to go still (ok, we’re past halfway) 
We’re both tired, actually I am very tired. Better get used to being tired as sleep is going to be less likely now 
It’s hot, very hot and the forecast is for hotter still 
Things are hurting. I have sore knees when I rest, they don’t need pain killers (yet) but take 10 minutes to spin out. 
Andrew has painful feet; numb fingers and the saddle is creating considerable discomfort.  
 
Well, it’s amazing what a coke and a sugary doughnut does for you, after a few more moments in the shade we’ve 
recovered and off on our way. The landscape takes a dramatic change with a quiet country road weaving through 
rolling hills. We ride into Innerleithen to be treated to warm but uncooked inedible baked potato only rescued by 
copious amounts of baked beans and tuna. 
Back on the road we to cross the beautiful River Tweed imagining the salmon migrating up the crystal-clear flow. The 
temperature rises into the high 30C’s, the road opens out to moorland and, very unfairly, there is a 15km/h headwind 
gusting to 30km/h. Andrew starts to suffer very badly, heat and tiredness overwhelms him, at last finding some 
shade he decided to sleep on the roadside. We scheme a plan to meet at Eskdalemuir, he removes his shoes and 
helmet settling down while I head off to happen upon a campsite shop selling Fanta. Being kind-hearted, I buy two 
chilled cans, one I drink and with the other I head back to find Andrew. 
With the tailwind I start enjoying the quest to seek out my ride buddy. After 10km, when all shade has disappeared, I 
decide I must have missed him probably because he’s headed deeper into the undergrowth to avoid being disturbed 
by other riders. I turn back; struggle into the wind, looking deeper into scrub find no signs of Andrew. Never mind, 
he’s a grown up and he’ll turn up I think, as I set an ever-onward pace. 

One of the most unexpected sights 
along LEL is Kaquu Samue Ling, a 
Tibetan Buddhist Monastery and 
Centre for World Peace and Health. 
The Centre is in a remote, beautiful 
and peaceful valley on the banks of 
the river Esk. I take a few moments, 
stopping to absorb the ambience of 
the site, taking in the temple, the 
statues and Britain’s first Stupa 

dedicated to Healing the Environment and overcoming obstacles to World 
Peace. Karma topped up to overflowing I am overcome with happiness when I 
arrive at Eskdalemuir to find Lucy, my daughter. Imagine my further surprise to 
discover my ride buddy Andrew ensconced, feet up, enjoying the controls 

 Karma restored at Tibetan Monastery 

     Enjoying Lucy's waitress service 



hospitality and Lucy’s waitress service while observing my progress though my satellite tracker wondering why I was 
heading in the wrong direction. 
Lucy signed up as a Volunteer and had been partnered up with Hans-Peter & Hendrick who have come over from 
Germany to help. As a Trio, they had become an “International Rescue Team” travelling the country to rescue 
stranded German’s. There just happened to be a fellow with a broken bike at the Control who was their target. I sat 
drinking litres of squash and tea absorbing how Andrew had passed me, the tales of the International Rescue Team 
and Lucy’s concern for her dad (that’s me!). This is one such moment that starts to explain why folk take on such 
endurance challenges.  
Full of Buddhist Karma, camaraderie, and spurred on by Lucy’s pride (and her concern to how knackered I appear) I 
head out inspired.  Unfortunately, Andrew was not topped up with the same motivation. The oppressive heat is 
reflected up from the tarmac. Tiredness is overwhelming. The aches and pains earlier in the day had become 
extreme and all his fingers become numb. I try my best to lift his spirits; we all go through what appear to be 
insurmountable issues. Sometimes ride problems are unassailable, other times it's a mental wrestling match. We 
turn a corner; the road rises steeply. Andrew’s knees have gone forcing him to walk. He turns his bike and heads back 
to Eskdalemuir to retire. 
I’m now alone. My Garmin is not providing navigation. I am very tired. The heat is sapping my willpower. Most of all, I 
am feeling awful that I’ve let Andrew down. Turning these to a positive is a tad difficult but …. Riding alone in 
beautiful countryside with the hills receding into horizon behind provides mindfulness moments; the Garmin has a 
purple line and “squawks at me if diverge; yes, I am tired, but not exhausted; it’s a fine sunny day with no rain in the 
forecast, plus the head wind is dropping; Andrew will be fine and is sure to have adventures in returning home. I 
regain a cheerful spirit to arrive in Brampton where I am reunited with Derek & David who I rode with up the Moffat 
Hills and into Edinburgh. 
Tomorrow is Wednesday, the forecast is hot (35C) and sunny. I may be tired with 1,000km behind me, but two 600m 
climbs with 18% slopes could be ride ending in such heat where a moonless night ascent would be enjoyably under 
dynamo lights.  I head out declining yet another opportunity to sleep. 
A few others have had the same thoughts as me. Where the first hill steepens the switchback ahead is dimly lit with 
flashing red taillights. I manage the 18% slope to the first corner and decide there is no shame in walking. I progress 
to the summit remount cautiously descending around treacherous bends to tackle the second slope. The second hill 
seems just as hard climb, but I don’t have the same issue on the decent. I come across another rider whose chain has 
jammed into his carbon frame. I try to help but the issue needs more skill than any of us possess, and the rider faces 
a 15 mile walk to retirement at the next control.  
03:00 sees me arrive at Barnard Castle. I decide to find a bed for a sleep. Awake and eating breakfast, Lucy appears to 
cheer me on as I hit the road at 07:00 with Derek. What I did not realise, as I regained my bicycle, was this would be 
my last sleep before I arrive home in Dedham some 40 hours later. I head towards Howard Castle with a rising 
realisation that I must cross the Humber Bridge before 21:00. 220km to the Bridge in 12 hours seemed very 
achievable, it had better be else I face a 100km detour. 
As the morning progresses the forecast comes to fruition. As the temperature rises the heat is amplified reflecting up 
from the never-ending black tarmac, I am cooked and heading towards heat stroke. I pass through village after village 
in Yorkshire running out of water. Nowhere is water to be found, there are no shops, no pubs, no cafes and no 
churchyard taps. We head along some sheltered lanes, and I crack. I seek out the deepest shade, climb off the bike 
and lay flat on the road attempting to cool down drinking the remained of my water. Then, out of the sun, riding in 
the opposite direction, arrives an AUDAX’er. He knows the route, lives locally and tells of a pub a mere 3 miles down 
the lanes. Refreshed, motivated, I leap to onto the saddle to speed down the road. 10 miles further on, down a hill, 
around a corner appeared Kilburn, North Yorkshire and an open pub. 
Using the facilities, I strip wash and clean my teeth before sitting, very comfortably, in the pub drinking and awaiting 
my lunch of Beetroot & Avocado sandwich with a side of fries. David pipes up with a tale of a visit to his doctor 
earlier in the year suffering a shortness of breath and tightening of his chest. A referral to a Cardiologist follows and 
after various test he was diagnosed with restricted arteries causing angina. Pills were prescribed; advice against LEL 
was handed out (and duly ignored). As he tells the tale he pops a pill under his tongue as he’s got “a bit of a tight 
chest”. Great, I pull out my phone and with the help of YouTube brush up on my CPR. 
Ever onward we head out towards the Humber Bridge, but first we visit the Hessle again. There is no further time 
allowed for rest at this control, so with David & Derek we head out to cross the Bridge with an hour to spare before 
its overnight closure to cyclist. Rewarding ourselves, we pull in for a large takeaway Pizza to be eaten kerb side and 
then into the night. I now have one target, London.  
I find a nice rhythm and somewhere on route during the later evening I hatch a plan to get Derek to the finish line 
within his cut off time by riding through the night and non-stop to the finish. As we continue to ride rural back roads, 



I keep wondering why Derek & David are lagging so far behind and slow, or stop, to allow them to catch up. The night 
temperature is still over 20C and it’s a pleasure to pedal on eventually arriving in Louth. 
Another fruitless search for Brian Mann determines that he’s sleeping, so I miss him yet again. Removing my salt 
encrusted kit; I take a brief shower and dress in a fresh outfit. On my first visit to Louth, I was treated to Cauliflower 
soup, on the return the Chef has surpassed himself with uncooked porridge or Weetabix both served with water. I try 
the porridge; the second spoonful defeats me. Trying to take pleasure on water-soaked Weetabix, we discussed the 
last leg. Derek confessed that he’d been experiencing micro-sleeps on the bike and David indicated he was so tired he 
needs now to sleep.  
Derek recounts meeting two American Doctor’s on a previous ride who’d given him a magic potion to keep him 
awake. He popped two of these pills and we set off. A couple of kilometres later it was clear that the magic potion 
was having a great effect as the fellow was wide awake, eyes popping and legs spinning wildly. Almost 2 hours of 
madness then started as we increased our speed taking turns on the front until 60km later I could no longer maintain 

the pace. 
Here we hatched a plan. Derek could carry on at speed by off-loading all his kit 
with my cycle to become the beast of burden. The terrain for the next 120km 
would be pretty much flat and the last leg into London had a few bumps but 
nothing serious. I had 15 hours for 200km so was in no real rush so with Derek’s kit 
now loaded onto my rack we shake hands wishing each other safe pedalling we set 
off, Derek at full pelt & me at a more relaxed pace.  
Confident in my ability the weather then throws out a challenge. The temperature 
climbs as I make my progress across the Fens, in the inevitable strengthening 
headwind, to Whittlesey. Stopping here for fluid and a packet of doughnuts I seek 
out shade and start to fall apart as I recognise I am facing exhaustion.  
During my adventure I had been using WhatsApp to manage my time while 
keeping my family and friend abreast of my progress. I had not realised how 40 

people were following me so closely until Whittlesey. I post a picture of “an 
exhausted `Lovelock” and within minutes I was flooded with hugely uplifting 

responses. Inspired by my Followers I regain my saddle and head on to St Ives any thought of failure dispelled. 
 
As I pull into this penultimate Check Point at St Ives my friend, John Seton, 
was there to greet me. It’s all too much for me; I’m exhausted, 
dehydrated, severely overheated and manically excited. I burst into 
uncontrolled tears and take several minutes to regain some form of 
composure. I head into the Hall begin consuming water, then squash and 
then tea. Out of the sun, I start to cool and am able recount my adventure 
to John who has decided that he’ll escort me for the next 30km and 
navigate me through Cambridge. 
 
We set off together. With his encouragement I lift my pace again, am 
thoroughly enjoying the company while passing the Cambridge Colleges. 
Then something bizarre happens, a Ferrari decides that cycles should not 
be on the Cambridge roads taking a distinct dislike to me especially. He 

cruises up and down past me shouting indistinguishable 
expletives that I am completely unable to hear. John & I have a 
giggle whereas the Ferrari Drivers day seems to have been 
ruined.  John wishes me well with a pint of coke and I am off 
alone to Gt. Easton. The sun is unrelenting, and I overheat again. 
On arrival I am overwhelmed to meet Tom Deakins & Chris 
Regan both of whom are real mile munchers who have retired 
from LEL and are now volunteers at this final control. I am told 
by the Control that I am not allowed to continue in my current 
state. I eat half a packet of dextrose tablets and drink a few 
litres of squash. I take a bucket of cold water and a sponge, strip 
wash in the middle of the field and dunk my head in the bucket. 
Andrew and George Hoppit arrive at the control as they have 
been following my satellite trace. I am persuaded to rest, to eat 
and to drink. Andrew recounts the story of his adventures since  

 an exhausted `Lovelock at Whittlesey 

            Greeted by a friend at St Ives 



 
his retirement (which is another article for Spindle). I stick my head into another bucket of cold water and together 
we approach the Controller where Andrew is instrumental in persuading her to allow me to continue. 
I have 7 hours to ride 50km so am relaxed with the knowledge my task is almost done. However, I am anxious about 
darkness depending before I finish as I fear that my body will decide that it’s time to shut down to sleep. What I 
failed to realise was just how exhausted I really was. I always felt in control of both myself and my bike handling skills 
but with about 20km left to ride hallucinations start. I did start to hallucinate lightly with things appearing briefly to 
realises they did not exist. The hallucinations became strong with everything around me moving, bicycles without 
riders, riders repairing punctures and most concerningly an 8’ angry Swan chasing me down the road. These strange 
incidents continued but understanding that I was hallucinating caused me some considerable amusement and 
comfort. 
I pass a chap; his head is held up by a water bottle tucked under his chin. LEL involves extended periods where the 
neck is hyper extended (tilted backwards). This causes the neck muscles to become fatigued and stiff as the support 
of the head and the rider’s helmet. And then the problem can become acute as the rider develops Shermer’s neck as 
your neck muscles collapse and you can no longer hold your head up. I chat to him providing encouragement but 
there is nothing I can do, so selfishly leave him alone to his suffering. 
I sense that my ride is concluding. I cross the M25 and track along the M11 into Residential areas. I turn a corner and 
there is the finish line. Waiting to welcome me home and present me my finisher’s medal is Lucy having finished her 
Volunteering duties. I could not have wished for a greater welcome. 
  

A Sense of Ending 
 

Tiredness is forgotten as I am congratulated by everyone. I 

meet with people whom I have shared the road with. I share a 
beer with Hans Peter & Hendrick who have been with Lucy for 
the week. Derek appears, he managed to finish with 18 minutes 
to spare and his wife hugs me explaining that this ride has been 
his ambition. I am feeling euphoric, not really wanting the ride 
to have ended. 
Each time I participate in an endurance event I learn a lot about 
myself and LEL2022 is no exception. I learnt a lot about how to 
organise myself both on and off the bike. I probably waste too 
much time at controls, but this is also a holiday for me, and the 
fabulous volunteers deserve my thanks so spending some time 
with them is the least I can offer. On the ride I really tried not to 
set any expectations, to go with the flow, as the ride test you 
mentally as much as physically. I don’t pay attention to how far 
I have ridden or how fast I am riding leaving that analysis to the 
Control Points where I rest and assess what I need to do on the 
next 100km. However, I have trialled my equipment, my bike 
set-up and my fuelling during the 5,000km AUDAX training 
rides before the start line.  At the start of the ride, I did feel 
quite confident that I had whatever was in my control, under 
control.  
 
Would I ride any another long-distance endurance event again?   
Yes and I am sure I’ll be tempted into an event soon! 
 

Stats....................... 
1552 Kms Cycled. 
14.44m climbed 
5 days 5hrs 
 
Ian Lovelock 

Lucy presents the Finishers Medal 



Diary Dates 
A Guess the Distance Ride? 
 

Tuesday 27th December 11.00am 

 (A Bank Holiday!) Cock Inn Car Park. 
Lavenham. 

A short ride of about an hour, ridden at 
a comfortable pace, see picture 

alongside, without distance measuring 
computers, Garmin’s, balls of string and rulers etc. 

Nearest estimate to the actual distance wins a handsome trophy   

All are invited, plus family members. 
A visit afterwards to the Cock Horse Public House is optional and recommended!! 

Fancy Xmas Dress for rider and Bike is also optional.....! 
 

27th December 2021 Guess the Distance Ride, from Cock Inn Car Park, Lavenham. 

5th January 2022 Subs Night, from ‘The Stevenson Centre’, Gt. Cornard.   

29th January 2022 Reliability Ride, from ‘The Stevenson Centre’, Gt. Cornard. 

5th March 2022 Mad March Hilly Open TT, from Lavenham Community Centre. 
 

Audax rides; 

Sat 3 December; Witham; Stanstead Airport Express; 100k 
Sun 18 December; Great Bromley; 200k (Santa Special) 

Sat 28 January; Kelvedon; 100k 

Sat 18 February; Witham; 100k 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

      
    That’s all for this year dear readers/riders! 
     Another busy year producing Spindle; but              
     maybe not so hectic next year? See above! 
     Thank you to all my regular contributors,       
     without which there would be no Spindle. 
     Perhaps some new ones will be inspired  
     to come on board and make life a bit easier  

 for me and them!  Have a lovely Christmas.   
                                                                         Rog  

    New 
            Issue Dates for next years  
                   Bi-Monthly Spindle 
 

January 31st 2023 
March 31st “2023 

May 31st 2023 
July 31st 2023 
Sept 30th 2023 

November 30th 2023 
 

If you have any content/articles you 
would like to go into Spindle, these are the 
dates for next year’s issues. Please send in 
at least a week before the appropriate 
date. 
I live in hope!   Rog 
    

 
 


